
HISTORY OF RADIO CHANNEL FEVER 104

For the Brisbane Austereo Station 4MMM, that used to be called FM , see 4MMM. Fever FM launched 'Fever Voice of
Change' (FVOC) in , one of the biggest CSR initiatives in the history of FM Radio in India that urges listeners to not.

We need to give them a voice and encourage them. Many of our large clients are aligned with our premium
pricing backed on our leadership in listenership scores. With  Radio Nasha, since its launch in April , created a
new category in the radio industry and is India's first 'cool retro' station. Once listeners tune in Radio Nasha,
they don't tune out. Fever FM has truly changed the radio listening experience in India. The station makes
retro 'cool' and is the destination station for listeners. Radio Nasha  Never before has a national celebrity of
Gautam's stature taken the responsibility on prime time of Indian radio to celebrate and drive 'badlaav'. Fever
FM also believed in giving opportunities to listeners to become the harbingers of change in society. With this I
am very happy to further strengthen my association with Fever FM. About Radio Nasha Currently there is no
radio station that does justice to the excitement, romance and attitude of the magical eras of ss. The RAM
domination of the stations across markets is testimony to the No. Fever FM is No. Despite being one of the
newest players in the industry, Fever is known today for playing more quality music than any other radio
station. There are many people who are doing great work for women empowerment, the armed forces,
environment and civic issues. PTI takes no editorial Responsibility for the same. Fever FM is one of the
leading FM stations in the country and attracts more than 18 million listeners across the four Indian metros -
Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Kolkata. Fever FM is proud to once again associate with Gautam, a thoughtful
and dutiful ambassador for the country who really cares about finding solutions and bringing issues to
limelight. Celebrity programming is a key differentiator and intrinsic to the content strategy. The radio
channel is also the most preferred amongst the years SEC AB target audience - Fever's core target group. The
radio channel is also the most preferred amongst the years SEC AB target audience - Fever's core target group.
While we have increased pricing, delivering value and return on investment to our key stakeholders continues
to be our highest priority. Fever FM has truly changed the radio listening experience in India. Festive season
has arrived and we are witnessing promising momentum. Inventory management during this phase will
continue to be a focus area. The Bharat Positive Show is an inclusive platform that will drive collective
optimism in the interest of nation, society and security. Despite being one of the newest players in the
industry, Fever is known today for playing more quality music than any other radio station. Fever FM is one
of the leading FM stations in the country and attracts more than 18 million listeners across the four Indian
metros - Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Kolkata. Radio Nasha is the first ever radio station packed with
passion, fueled by Bollywood celebrities and driven by RJs with a style that is young, energetic and classy.
Talking about the show Gautam Gambhir said, "I feel passionate about India and it pains when people only
focus on the negative when there is so much positive to celebrate.


